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Peter writes:
Lent is here. The season may lack the festive
lights of Christmas and the treasure hunts of
Easter, but spiritually speaking Lent is a
goldmine. The 40 days between Ash
Wednesday and Easter (Sundays aren’t
included) are an opportunity - no, more than an
opportunity - a call to an awakening in spirit.
The Very Rev. Dr. Peter Short

Admittedly, for people with no interest in
religion the prospect of 40 days of morally
invigorating self-denial doesn’t have a lot of
appeal. Lent is hard to explain to someone who
assumes that religion consists of finding
comfort in believing the unbelievable.

But we have a different understanding of what believing is for. The
purpose of believing is not to comfort the soul. The purpose of
believing is to spark discovery. Good questions for Lent might go
something like this:
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What might be out there (and in here) waiting to be discovered in
the next forty days? How does one discover except by exploring?
How will I explore without leaving the comfort of what is familiar
to me?

Abraham is the Biblical explorer par excellence. The
discouragements that he and Sarah knew led them far from the
settled life and near to the soul of Lent.
Now the Lord said to Abram, “Go from your country and your
kindred and your father’s house to the land that I will show you. I
will make of you a great nation, and I will bless you, and make
your name great, so that you will be a blessing. So Abram went, as
the Lord had told him; and Lot went with him. Abram was seventyfive years old when he departed from Haran. (Gen.12:1-4)
Abraham became known as the father of faith because something
moved him to leave the powerful gravity of the way things are. He
had no idea where it would all end up. He was a believer.
For this reason, Lent targets routine. All humans live in one version
or another of routine. Daily life is a series of familiar schedules,
tasks, routes and habits. At its best routine can feel natural and
comforting. But often routine feels repetitive and oppressive as if
we are running just to keep a wheel turning. Lent targets routine
because like Abraham we are choosing to step out of the familiar
track, not knowing what lies in store.

This can be done by adopting a practice or habit that alters the way
things are. I knew a woman who decided to write a letter of
gratitude to someone in each of the 40 days of Lent. She found it
harder than she had imagined but by following that practice she
made a discovery that changed her life. It is equally effective as
Lenten practice to remove something from your routine, especially
something of sufficient significance to open the eyes of your heart.
Lent begins this week, a good time to leave the familiar and to set
out exploring. I’d be honoured and grateful to hear your story.
“petershort99@gmail.com”
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Ellen writes:
Once again, the week at Wilmot has
been a busy one – especially with the
Annual General Meeting on Sunday
as well as a very successful Pancake
Supper on Tuesday. The Wilmot
family and friends listened, shared
Reverend Ellen Beairsto
their wisdom, socialized, laughed, ate
and enjoyed their time together. This does not happen without a
lot of work going on behind the scenes. So our thanks go out to
the many hands that helped these events unfold. We have spoken
often about having champions for particular events – champions
that will guide us as we work together. Judy Luton was our
champion for the Pancake Supper and we say a big thank you for
her organization and her time. Well done, Judy and all your
volunteers.
This week, we received a letter from Nora Sanders, the General
Secretary of The United Church of Canada, after she had
checked in with our Christian partners in China. Peter and I
would like to share that letter with you. Just click on this link:
https://www.united-church.ca/blogs/round-table/note-nora-ourprayers-can-mean-so-much

Annual General Meeting
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Pancake Supper

Peter Short and Ellen Beairsto share an interim
ministry at Wilmot United Church as the
congregation prepares to call a new ministry team.
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